
DESIGNING A MOSAIC

CHAPTER

Above; Jane Muir. Marine Roundel,2OO0

21-inch (53-cm) diameter. Vitreous glass,

smalti, golds, glass fusions.

Photo by the artist.

esigning a mosaic can be as simple as recycling a broken

plate onto a trivet or as complicated as planning a commu-

niry mosaic. Any mosaic project requires both practical and

artistic decisions. The practical issues are specific to the art of mosaics

while the artistic questions may be as general as composition and bal-

ance.This chapter covers both the artistic decisions that are distinct to

a mosaic as well as the practical considerations that go into its creation'

Planning a mosaic begins with choosing a subject. It may be

abstract or representational. Dont be daunted by the design process, as

a mosaic can be pleasing by virtue of its fascinating suface texture

alone. Ideas for a mosaic can come from anynvhere: a museum visit, a

tour of Europe, clip art, or even the way light plays across water.

Certain images and themes catch the mind's eye repeatedly. Pay atten-

tion to the images, textures, and colors that are personally captivating.

Those affinities will show up in your finished mosaic.

No matter what the source of inspiration, there are ways to make

the development of an idea easier. lJnderstanding the artistic implica-

tions of design decisions will become second nature with experience'

Acquiring knowledge about the components of a mosaic and how the

different parts interact will speed up the process. Many of your deci-

sions will become obvious after considering the ptactical requirements

of the mosaic.

For those who are starting out, this chapter may make creating a



mosaic appear complicated. The checklist at the

end of the chapter will help you keep it straight.

Begin with a small project and use limited materi-

als to become familiar with the process of fitting

shapes into a mosaic. As you gain experience. your

instinct and personal style will make many deci-

sions automatic. In the process, you may become

hooked.

ARTrsrrc CoNsronnerroNs
Taking advantage ofa mosaic's inherent features will
improve any design. First and most important are

the tesserae . When the human eye sees a mosaic. an

interesting thing happens. The mindt eye looks at

all those small pieces, rnakes sense out of them as a

whole, and assimilates the image in the viewer's

rnind. You should adapt an image for a mosaic by

emphasizing the elements that strengthen the

design while simplifying, or eliminating, those that

confuse the eye.A stylized approach gives the mosa-

ic a conremporary leel that enhances it.
The master mosaicists of old had two distinct

work advantages: the size and distance of their

mosaic. Since they were able to work on a huge

scale, they could fit a lot of details into their large

floor, wall, and ceiling mosaics. At a distance, a

mosaic on a high ceiling, for example, made it eas-

ier for the eye to assimilate all those litde pieces

into an integrated, coherent whole. In addition, the

most successful and engaging mosaics had a fiesh-

ness and immediacy to the design. There was an

acceptance of the materials' limitations.

Contemporary mosaic artiss dont always have

4-1 Above: Elaine M, Goodwin. Song of Light, 1 999. 20 x 1 5 nches

(51 x 38 cm). Marbe, smalu, golds, and fool! gold. Photo by John lvelv e.

4-2 Belowi Tessa Hunkin. Food. 1998. 2 x 6 feet (60 cm x 1 8 m).

vitreous qlass. Photo by June B ack

4-3 Opposite Page: Maggy Howafth. Zodiac Garden, 1996. 26 x 26

'eet (8 \ 8 m, Pebble> Dholo oy lohnathar rlrl
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CoMMoN MrsrAKEs
. Tesserae that are out of scale to the majoriry of pieces may affect the strength of your design.

For example, putting small pieces on the edge of a mosaic will tend to pull the eye toward the

side. Or placing just one or two odd-shaped, or very small pieces, in the middle can make the

mind's eye sense that something is slightly off.Ifan inconsistency in size is necessary make that

oddness consistent across the mosaic by placing those odd pieces in several places.

. Tiiangle shapes can also be problematical. Be careful of placing triangular tesserae with all the

small points coming together. This creates star-shaped patterns that rvill be even more evident

after grouting. Little oddities like these can throw olf the rhythn ofa mosaic.

. There will often be a ferv places where a grout line is a little wider than normal but only a small

sliver or triangle rvill fit in. Avoid the impulse to fill these spots. Sn.rall slivers call attention to

the problem rvhile a slightly rvider space filied rvith grout will tend to disappear. Again, "con-

sistent inconsistencies" will really heip. Just make sure there are a ferv spots across the mosaic

that are a little wider.

face rvill compensate for it.
Good composition is important in any work of

art.The actual design dralving for a mosaic is called

a cartoon, The cartoon is a full-size sketch that

serves as a guide to the creation. Ifyoule uncom-
fortable with drawing and designing, find a picture
you like, simplifi it, and use a copier to enlarge the

sketch to the desired size.Then use carbon paper to

transfer it to your base.

Although it is not a precise diagram, the car-

toon should show the major elements of the nosa-
ic as well as the intended flow of the tesserae. The

lfii urrf an olil art school trick thdt's 1)ery

use;ful Jor mosaicists. When creating a mosair,

otcasioxally step away fom the warktable d d

look at the project with sEintecl eycs. This

reduces the amount of cletail and allows you to

see possible ilesign Jl.aws anrl imbalances. In
addition, it rercals o better sense of the tonal

relationships bctween colors. Thc color changes

mdy be tao subtle and ffilrc contrast noy be

needed, or uicc versa,

102 XIo!ni( Traditions L" Ttclttiqtcs

unique appeal of a mosaic is created by its n.rateri-

als and their placement. Ifyou use alternative mate-

rials and placenent, the sane cartoon can yield a

different mosaic.

Many nosaic artists work rvith only the

sketchiest of cartoons and find the details as the

creation progresses. Let the naterials drive the

project.The serendipity ofa tile breaking a certain

way or a surprisingly crystalline piece of marble

can add fieshness and spontaneity to a mosaic.It is

the nosaicist's job to recognize and take advan

tage of these happy accidents. Planning a project

down to the last detail will result in a technically
pleasing mosaic, but it may miss the essence of
mosaic art.

LAYIN(] THE TIsSERAI
Mosaic is all about flow and pattern. Even in a

crazy paving design there are underlying principles

that contribute to the work's success. Studying the

mosaics of the past and the techniques that have

endured for centuries is very worthwhile for con-
temporary mosaicists lJnderstanding how a mosaic

rvorks and the techniques that achieve a certain

look can have a direct bearing on even the most

random creations.
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4-6 Opus vermiculatum. Photo by author44 opus regulatum. Phoio by author 4-5 Opus tetsellatum. Photo by author

There are two aspects to how tesserae are laid:

antlanento and opus. Andame to is Italian for trend

or course. How one "courses" the tesserae can

determine the rhythm and florv of a piece.Varying

the widths of the rows and the spacing between

create a sense of movement. The rvork of a

mosaicist with a strong andamento can often be

identified by its distinctive rhythm.

While the rhythm is determined by the anda'

mento, the pattetn, or lack thereof, is determined by

the opus. Clpus rs the Latin rvord for a creative work,

rneaning the way in which a mosaic is worked.The

moit common way< of work-ing a mosaic are

explained here.

Opus reguhturn (Photo 4-4) lools exacdy like it
soun&:regular.Tesserae are laid in a pattem like a grid
or graph paper. Both the r-ertical and horizontal grout

lines are aligned. Tile comes this way when it is

shipped on sheets. Regzlctunr is useful in creating geo-

metric patterns or for a background (Photo 4-8).
Stnce regulatum can be a litde predictable, it is possible

to lo"e the interest and texture ofthe mosaic.

4-l Aboye leff: An exam ple ol a n op!5 tesie/aturm backg round comb neij w th apus vemiculatum. Black and White Floor, first c€ntury c r Vatican

Museum, Rome Photo by George Fishman.

4 8 Above Riqht: An example af apus rcgulaturn. Eliana Raposo. Stote Carpet, 2000 lvlarble Photo by Llr s Gomes
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4-9 Tap: Opus vermiculafum, second cent!ry c.E. Vatican Museum,

Rome. Photo by author

1L-10 Abave Left: Opus palladianum or ctazy paving. Photo by author.

4-11 Abave Righf: l\n exanple al apus palladianum AntoniGaudi
and Josep M.lujol. Fountaln, 1905-1914. Parc Glel, Barcelona,

Spa n Photo by author

Opus tessellatum (Photo 4-5) is similar to regula-

rrrr but with more interest. Ttssellatum ts llke a

brick-laying pattern.The horizontal grout lines are

aligned while the vertical lines are offset. kssellatum

i' often used a\ a contrast to a flowing or intricate

lo4 Mosdit Ttdditions E Ttrltniqucs

foreground (Photo 4-7). The regularity serves to
emphasize the foreground.

Opus vermiatlatum (Photo 4-6) is laying tesserae

in a worm-like. winding manner. It is a very expres-

sive way ofworking the tesseme and gives the rnosa-

ic a sense of movement. Wrmiaalatum can be effective

in both representational and abstract designs. For

example, oprJ ueflnia atun is the pefect choice for
laying tesserae when creating hair. It is also especially

useful for fil1ing in areas between unusual-shaped

objects (Photo 4-9). Movement and motion will be



::.

enhanced if it is carried out in n.rultiple ror.vs, like a

radiating halo. If vemticulatutn is used over the entire

surface of a nosaic, it becomes extremely el'pressive

and may be called oprls musivunt. Mrtsivru was tradi-

tionally used over a large area, such as a tall or ceil-

ing, to add drama and energy.

Combir.ring opus tessellaturn and opus uennicula-

tura is a technique the Romans used to great

ad\,?nta€ie. An image is outlined rvith a single or

double ror,v of background-colored tesserae. The

rest of the background is then worked rn opus tes-

sellatuu, The outline serves to anchor the image to

the background.While it sounds a little obvious, in

practice, itt a very effective technique. Look at pic-

tures of Roman nosaics conrbining tessellatwn and

uenritulatrm (Photo 4-7) and it\ surprising how

subde it can be.

4-12 lap Left: An examde of op{rs secrle Julie Richey dnd Laura

Larsen. Daphne, 1992 40 x 40 n,:hes (102 x 102 .m). Vlarb e

Photo by the afiisl.

4-13 Top Rlght fwa ltotses in an opus clrcumactum background,

foLrdh century c.E The Great Pala.€, nanbu, Turkey Photo by author

4-14 abave Lefl: Apus circumactum Photo by author.

4-15 Abave Riqht: Cos.i,atj Work Floor San lvlarco, Vence Photo by

G€orge F shman.

.i
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4-16 Black and Whjte Floor, f rst century c ! Russ, taly Photo by author

Opus palladianwn (Photo 4 10), or crazy

parine. i. l.ryinq random-shrpcd tcsscrrc in a ran-

dom manner. It is extremely popular in contempo-
rary mosaics (Photo ,l 11).It can add both tension

and energy to a design. Crazy paving with broken

4-17 Lia Catalano. Fractured, 2AO1.24 in h \61 cm) di.meter
Ungl.z€d,:€ram c. Phoio by the ad st

106 Mor'ii. 'linditiotts G II(hniqrcJ

china is called p/c,r.i.slclle. Beginners r.vill find it easy

to crcate an appealing mosaic using randorn tesser-

ae, but the skill involved tn doing opus pallodianum

shouldn't be underestimate d.

Some mosaics utilize larger pieces of a single

material to define an element of the mosaic.This is

called opus settile. An example of this are the

Cosmati floors in many Italian churches (Photo

4-15). These abstract floors are created froru mar-

ble sections fitted tightly together. Many of the

same churches have cloisters surrounded by
columns decorated with Cosmati insets in glass,

marble, and gold. Another form o{ opus sectile is

seen in hard stone mosaics, or pietra dura.The pic-
torial scenes are created Iiom colored marble and

stones fitted tightly together (Photo 412). For
example, a blue-veined marble might be used to
create the sky. Today, stained glass is often worked
tn opus sectile.

One of the loveliest backgrounds created by

the Romans is called opls circumactum Photo 4-14.
It is a fan shaped pattern repeated over and over. It
looks difilcult, but once the pattern, spacing, and

interrelationships are understood, the work moves

quickly (Photo 4-13).



4-18 A tl e ,:olor wheel with hot colors ked oranqe, yellow) and coo

co ors (green, blu€, p!rple) Photo by Sheila C!nn ngham

Ct>t on ,qsll SPacl

Mosaic is an artistic medium rvith finite options'

Colors can't be blended Like paint'When choosing

the colors for a nosaic' you should always examine

the tesserae in natural daylight' as artificial lighting

can mask the true relationships between colors' A

corrflon nristake is to choose colors that are too

subtle in contrast The size of the final nosaic rvill

also have an impact on your color choices A small

project doesnt have room for understated color

changes.The choice ofgrout may also even out and

blend colors, r'vhich compounds the mistake lt's

always a eood i<lea to lay out several tiles in the

selected colors and confirm the relationships

betrveen them. Some colors will aPpear to be good

choices rvhen looked at individually, but this may

change lvhen they are placed next to one another'

For example, contrasting colors rvill intensi!' one

another. A1so, settinfl tesseme closer together may

change their color value (their relative lightness or

darkness) and a{lect the balance of a mosaic

The actual placenent ofthe tesserae also has an

impact. A mosaic is all about positive and negJative

space. The tesserae are positive and the spaces (or

interstice$ in between are the negatives' In addi-

tion to the opera (phttal for opus) techniques nen-

tioned, there are many ways to enhance the eye"s

assimilation. Changing the patterns of laying can

push certain areas toward to the eye and cause oth-

ers to recede. Contrasting matte finish tesserae with

shiny ones offers added interest to the surface'

Changing the size, or scale, ofthe tesserae and vary-

ing the spacing introduces moven-rent and tension

In addition, you can tilt a tessera to catch the light

or even set it on edge to change the texture'

Experiment with dilierent methods of laying and

learn the effects of using the tesserae in alternative

\\ayr. lr will add frc'hnels and varicty to your

nosaic.
With regard to the negative space of a mosaic'

you should keep in mind that in many rvays the

grout lines and spaces are just as important

Thinking about a mosaic in these terns olTers a

different perspective on the design as rvel1 as

opportunities for creativiry As mentioned in the

"Techniques" chapter (see pages 92-93)' it isn't

unusual, especially in the beginning' to grolrt a

piece and find unexpected Patterns or "rilers" it.t

the grout lines. Understanding the negative spaces

not only eliminates a lot of surprises rvhen grout-

ing, but it also ofTers opportunities for erhancius a

design. Grout rivers can also be a great tool for

adding din.rension and form to an image' In addi-

tion, varying the width of these spaces adds awla-

trento, ot flow, to a nosaic. Consistent grout sPac-

ing is pleasing to the eye and makes a mosaic easi-

er to "read" while inconsistent grout lines can add

tension.The choice ofcolor can also make or break

the proJect. If in doubt, avoid surprises by doing a

grortt study rsee Page 9tr).

The decision ofrvhether or not to grout olters

even more design options lfa mosaic is to be used

as a floor or tabletop, then grouting is required to

n.raintain a flat sur{ace that is ftee of dirt and debris

Artistic mosaics, however, are often left ungrouted'

Thi. offcrs cxprnded opporLunitie' lor texture

and suface features because the interstices take

on added imPortance

Pn-lcrrcer- CorsslonLrtroNs
When planning a nosaic, it is inportant to consid-

er all the practical issues' Ask yourself: W l the

mosaic be indoors or out? Will it be subject to

D(sit in! d ,Uosai. 107



freeze and thaw cycles? Is the location of where it
will be dry somewhat hurnid, or even underwater?

What will be the lighting conditions?Will there be

bright lighting or will it be a little dark? Will the

mosaic be er'posed to direct or indirect sunlight?

Will there even be a glare? Will the mosaic be a

fine art or decorative piece? The answers will
determine what materials, adhesives, and tech-
niques are needed lor the mosaic.

If a mosaic will be outdoors, the choice of
bases and adhesives to use narrows significantly. It
takes considerable effort to create a mosaic, It
would be a shame if the base or adhesive disinte-
grated over tirne. Since wood will eventually rot, it
is a poor choice for an exterior substrate. Certain
glues are sensitive to water, so they're not an option
as well.You need to carefully consider using metal

ifyour mosaic will be subject to freezing and thaw-
ing.The netal will expand and contract. In similar

cases, using a material like bathroom wall tiles with
a chalky back may result in the glaze popping offin
a hard freeze. These issues need to be worked out
one by one to ensure that the mosaic is created

fion the best materials for its purpose.

The lighting conditions also have an impact
on the materials chosen for a project. If there is a

great deal of glare, then using mirror will become

a problem. However, in indirect lighting, mirror
can catch the eye and create interest. In an area

with less light, subtle color changes may blend and

lose their intensity. Setting the tesserae at slight

angles will take advantage of the existing light.
Darker locations will make the choice of grout
color more important, as it can add definition that

is lost by the poor lighting conditions. Halogen

lighting will often create "hot spots" on glazed tile.

When seen at an angle, the play of light over a vit-
reous glass surface is often an unexpected pleasure.

The actual image may become lost, but the texture
and intricacy of the surface is still beautiful.
Practice looking at mosaics under different light-
ing conditions and you'll learn the various effects.

Whether the mosaic is intended to be a fine
art or a decorative art and craft piece also affects

the artist's choice of materials. A mosaic can be an

interesting balance bet"'veen the two, but with a

fine-art mosaic you have more options. A decora-

tive mosaic, on the other hand, needs to be func-
tional, so the choice of materials is more con-
str:jned. For example. a tabletop requires terserae

that are flat so that drinking glasses don't tip over.

For a floor or shor.ver wall, you should avoid using

smalti because of their sharp and uneven edges.

Vitreous glass isnt recommended for high-tra{fic
floor areas.

Finally, whether the mosaic will be grouted is

another question that has bearing on your choice

of materials. Tiy and think of the possible results

from the materials you pick. And even if the fin-
ished mosaic doesnt turn out right, it will be a

valuable learning experience,

DESIGN DECISION CHE(]KL]ST

A mosaic design is the cuknination of many deci-
sions and the artist's experiences.This checklist will
serve as a reminder ofthe relevant issues to consid-

er in approaching a design. Not all the items will
apply to every mosaic.

PRACTI

Positive and negative space

108 Mordi. Traditians f+ Techniquts

ARTrsrrc CAL TEPS

Simplify Indoor/outdoor Choose an image

Scale Water exposure Adapt a design

oprt (or not) Lighting Choose the manner of laying

Tesserae Purpose Choose the materials

Positive and Grout Choose the spacing



4-19 leny Cat1iet. Se.ond Gerests {d€r:l) 1984 19'15 Sma tr, por.elaif Nole lhe ntrcate \'tork n! of the 5ma tr P'rco de Pace Ravennd' lia y
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Norman Tellis. F/o/a,2000 :0x24 n.hes(76x61 cm) Smat,vtreous
q ass, cracke qa5s, q a5s cabo.hons. Pholo by the adn

-f h. A ttitn\ 197


